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Abstract—Similarity computation is a core subroutine of many
mining tasks on multi-dimensional data, which are often massive
datasets at high dimensionality. In these mining tasks, the performance bottleneck is caused by the ‘memory wall’ problem as
substantial amount of data need to be transferred from memory
to processors. Recent advances in non-volatile memory (NVM)
enable processing-in-memory (PIM), which reduces data transfer
and thus alleviates the performance bottleneck. Nevertheless,
NVM PIM supports specific operations only (e.g., dot-product
on non-negative integer vectors) but not arbitrary operations.
In this paper, we tackle the above challenge and carefully
exploit NVM PIM to accelerate similarity-based mining tasks
on multi-dimensional data without compromising the accuracy
of results. Experimental results on real datasets show that our
proposed method achieves up to 11.0x and 8.5x speedup for
state-of-art kNN classification and k-means clustering algorithms,
respectively.
Index Terms—processing-in-memory, non-volatile memory,
high-dimensional data, similarity computation

I. I NTRODUCTION
Similarity computation is an essential building block in
many mining tasks on multi-dimensional data. Examples of
similarity-based mining tasks include kNN classification [1],
k-means clustering [2], motif discovery and anomaly detection
[3], [4]. These mining tasks often deal with massive datasets
at high dimensionality. In addition, we encounter the memory
wall issue [5] due to the ever-growing gap between processor
speed and memory speed. This renders similarity computation
in mining algorithms expensive due to the substantial amount
of data transfer between processors and memory.
Recently, emerging non-volatile memory (NVM) devices
like resistive RAM (ReRAM) [6], spin-transfer torque RAM
(STT-RAM) [7] and phase-change memory (PCM) [8] enable processing-in-memory (PIM) [9], which is an efficient
approach to diminish expensive data transfer (to processors)
by directly processing the data stored in such devices. Among
these candidates of NVM devices, ReRAM has superior characteristics such as lower read latency, higher data density and
lower write energy, as shown in Table 1. In the past decade,
the industry (e.g., HP [10], [11], Samsung [12], Toshiba [13])
has been developing ReRAM for supporting PIM.
In this paper, we investigate how to accelerate similaritybased mining tasks by using ReRAM PIM without compromising the accuracy of results. Our challenges stem from the
following characteristics of ReRAM. First, ReRAM relies on
crossbars for processing data, and it only supports specific

Table 1. Characteristics of representative NVM techniques [14].
Memory
DRAM
ReRAM
PCM
STT-RAM
Volatile
×
X
X
X
1015
108 -1011
108 -109
1012 -1015
Endurance
Read Latency (ns)
∼10
∼10
20-60
2-35
Write Latency (ns)
∼10
∼50
20-150
3-50
Cell Size (F2 )
60-100
4-10
4-12
6-50
Write Energy(J/bit)
10−14
10−13
10−11
10−13

operations (e.g., dot-product or vector-matrix multiplication)
but not arbitrary operations. Second, the operands in ReRAM
PIM can only be non-negative integers (with limited precision), due to the nature of analog computation in ReRAM
crossbars. Third, the write endurance of ReRAM is limited
compared to DRAM.
We are aware of prior works on utilizing ReRAM PIM
in several application domains, e.g., neural network [6],
[15], graph computing [16], [17], and DNA alignment [18].
However, they have not studied how to accelerate similarity
computation on multi-dimensional data.
To tackle the aforementioned challenges, we propose a
framework that exploits ReRAM PIM to accelerate a given
similarity-based data mining algorithm, while preserving the
accuracy of results.
• First, we conduct performance profiling on similaritybased mining algorithms to identify their performance bottleneck, and then estimate the potential performance gain of
using PIM (Section IV).
• Second, we present our solution in Section V. Our idea is
to decompose a similarity (or its bound) function into different
parts so that: (i) most of the computation can be quickly
performed by using ReRAM PIM, and (ii) the remaining parts
can be executed in the host processor (e.g., CPU) with little
data transfer. We establish PIM-aware bound computation so
that the accuracy of results won’t be compromised. In addition,
we propose techniques for PIM memory management and
execution plan optimization.
Experimental results on real datasets show that our proposed
method achieves up to 11.0x and 8.5x speedup for stateof-art kNN classification and k-means clustering algorithms,
respectively (Section VI).
II. BACKGROUND
In this section, we introduce ReRAM PIM, and then review
similarity measures and similarity-based mining algorithms.

A. ReRAM Processing-in-memory
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partial results are shifted and added to get final result.
Next we discuss how to compute dot-product on high- Indeed, the overhead of data movement is 200 times more
dimensional data, when the dimensionality exceeds the cross- than floating-point computation [21]. In summary, ReRAM
bar size. A crossbar is typically smaller than 1024×1024 [20]. PIM reduces the data transfer cost of the dot-product operation
Given a crossbar with size of m×m, d-dimensional vector (on two d-dimensional vectors) from 2d · b to 1 · b bits. From
can be decomposed to a group of m-dimensional vectors, here, we will refer to ReRAM PIM simply as PIM.
Due to the analog computation in crossbars, ReRAM supeach of which is mapped to a crossbar (denoted as ‘data
crossbar’). Then each data crossbar provides an output as ports the dot-product operation on non-negative integer vectors
partial results, and a crossbar (denoted as ‘gather crossbar’) only but not arbitrary operations. A few works proposed
storing all-ones vector e=[1, ..., 1] is employed to sum up customized PIM designs for different applications. ISAAC [6]
partial results vertically. Figure 3 presents an example of adds sigmoid unit and ReLU logic to support the computing
functionality in neural network; however, those units cannot
handling 6-dimensional vector on a 3x3 crossbar.
The dot-product operation of ReRAM PIM has been widely be used in similarity computation. GraphR [16] uses fixedstudied to accelerate memory-intensive applications [15], [17], point numbers to approximate floating-point values in graph
[18]. Its high performance relies on two features: massive computing, and claims that such precision loss is acceptable
parallelism and reduction of data transfer [9]. First, massive in the PageRank algorithm. However, such precision loss may
crossbars compose ReRAM, and each crossbar serves as a compromise the accuracy of results in data mining tasks
processing unit to concurrently compute multiple data in a (e.g., kNN classification). Instead, we will utilize PIM to
fashion similar to Single Instruction Multiple Data (SIMD). compute bound functions and filter irrelevant objects, in order
Second, data is processed without being moved to CPU. to preserve the accuracy of results.

B. Similarity Measure
Distance computation for measuring similarity between
objects is an essential subroutine in many mining algorithms.
Euclidean distance (ED), cosine similarity (CS), and Pearson
correlation coefficient (PCC) are three common measures on
floating-point vectors. Besides, binary vector has been an alternative to describe objects in many applications. For instance,
image classification tends to compact an image to short binary
code using techniques such as locality sensitive hashing (LSH)
[22]. Hamming distance (HD) is a common measure on binary
codes that preserves the similarity of original objects [23].
Let p denote a d-dimensional vector in dataset D. pi is
the value on i-th dimension and takes b-bit. N is the number
of vectors in D. q is another d -dimensional vector involving
applications. dist(p, q) is distance between p and q, such as
ED(p, q). Especially, p (resp. q) is instead a binary vector for
HD(p, q).
Table 2. Equation of similarity functions.
Symbol
Equation
Pd
2
ED
i=1 (pi − qi )
CS
P CC
HD

d
pi qi
i=1q
2 Pd
d
i=1 pi
i=1

P

qP

qi2

Pd

i=1 (pi −µ(p))(qi −µ(q))
Pd σ(p)σ(q)
i=1 ∆(pi − qi )
(∆(pi −qi )=0, if pi =qi ; or 1)

One common characteristic of above similarity functions is
that the computation relies on simple arithmetic operations, yet
triggers O(d) cost of data transfer. This makes the computation
become major bottleneck for data mining algorithms.
C. Similarity-based Data Mining Algorithms
We focus on the similarity-based mining tasks that involve
similarity computation among data objects. Such tasks include
the algorithms of partitioning/density-based clustering, lazy
learning-based classification, distance-based outlier detection,
etc [4]. Especially, kNN classification and k-means clustering
are two of the most widely used mining algorithms [2], [4],
and we use them as examples in this paper. For other mining
tasks that similarity computation is normally not involved such
as decision tree-based classification and grid-based clustering,
we consider them for the future work.
kNN classification: Given a query object q, identifying
k objects nearest to q is a common classification workload.
While index structures such as hierarchical trees suffer from
“the curse of dimensionality”, the distance bounds become
an alternative to speed up the classification. Unpromising
candidates are pruned by the bounds, so as to reduce calling expensive exact computation. This strategy is known as
filtering-and-refinement paradigm.
Table 3 shows representative bounds of ED, where prefix
LB denotes lower bounds of exact distance dist(p, q) that
satisfies LB(p, q)≤dist(p, q). The bounds adopt dimensionality reduction techniques. For example, LBFNN divides ddimensional vector into d0 segments with equal length l
(l·d0 = d), and pˆi denotes i-th segment. The bound is then
computed by using mean value and the standard deviation of

Table 3. Representative bounds for kNN classification: LBOST [24], LBSM
[25], LBFNN [26], and UBpart [27].
Symbol
LBOST(p,q)
LBSM (p, q)
LBFNN(p,q)
UBpart (p, q)

Equation
qP
qP
Pd0
2
d
d
p2−
q 2 )2
i=1(pi−qi ) +(
i=d0 +1 i
i=d0 +1 i
Pd0
2
l · i=1 (µ(pˆi ) − µ(pˆi ))
P 0
2
2
l· d
i=1 ((µ(pˆi ) − µ(qˆi )) +(σ(pˆi ) − σ(qˆi )) )
qP
qP
Pd0
d
d
p2
q2
i=1 pi qi +
i=d0 +1 i
i=d0 +1 i

Dis.
ED
ED
ED
PCC
CS

each segment [26]. ForqCS and PCC, as terms independently
Pd
2
involving p such as
i=1 pi , can be pre-computed, the
computation can be reduced to the maximum dot-product
search problem that retrieves vectors having large dot-product
result with query vector. Prior works focus on devising upper
bound UB that satisfies UB(p, q)≥dist(p, q), such as UBpart
[27]. For kNN on HD, [28] observed that there is no obvious
efficient technique significantly better than linear scan.
k-means clustering: k-means is an ubiquitous tool for data
mining in many areas such as bioinformatics. ED is the most
popular distance function for k-means [2]. Despite its age,
Lloyd’s algorithm has shown efficiency of converging in a
small number of iterations to near-optimal solution [29]. Twostep iterative refinement composes Lloyd’s algorithm. In assign
step, each data point is assigned to the cluster whose center is
the nearest. In update step, centers are updated in accordance
with assigned points.
Several studies [29]–[31] developed techniques to speedup
the Lloyd’s algorithm. The common idea is to use triangle
inequality to reduce distance computation between data points
and centers. Let c be one of k cluster centers, and ca (p) be the
center closest to data point p. Elkan [30] employs an upper
and k lower bounds. The upper bound UB(p) is bounding on
the distance between p and ca (p) (i.e, UB(p)≥dist(p, ca (p))).
For each center c, Elkan keeps a lower bound LB(p, c) of
distance between p and c. The bounds are used to effectively
avoid unnecessary ED distance calculation. For example, to
determine whether c is closer to p, the calculation of dist(p, c)
can be avoided if UB(p)≤LB(p, c). Drake [31] and Yinyang
[29] follow the similar strategy with employing less bounds.
III. OVERVIEW
In this section, we show a general ReRAM PIM architecture, and briefly discuss the proposed systematic framework.
A. PIM Architecture
Figure 4(b) depicts an overview of heterogeneous architecture with ReRAM PIM. Compared to conventional von
Neumann architecture in Figure 4(a), functionalities of storage and processing are integrated on main memory. Host
processor (e.g., CPU) supports complex arithmetic and logic
computation but suffers from moving data through memory
hierarchy. PIM provides efficient in-suit computation without
moving data but supports specific operations. Host processor
and PIM collaborate for general-purpose computation, yet independently responsible for different tasks that meet respective
superiority. In ReRAM-based memory, each bank contains
three parts: memory array, buffer array, and PIM array.

Memory array works as standard memory for storage,
playing the same role as in traditional architecture to exchange
data with host processor. PIM array is composed by multiple
crossbars that are capable of processing the resided data. Next
to PIM array, there is buffer array used to cache PIM results,
as the massive parallelism of PIM produces abundant results
concurrently. With help of the buffer, PIM array can work with
CPU in parallel. CPU can collect PIM results in buffer array
without waiting for PIM array. Though PIM array heavily
relies on ReRAM device, DRAM is flexible to be used for
memory array to eliminate the impact of high access latency of
ReRAM. Controller is instruction interface between software
and hardware. It also coordinates the dataflow among different
array parts. I/O interface is used to load data into memory
array, or instructions into controller. Most data movement
during PIM happens on memory internally and enjoys high inmemory bandwidth. This simple architecture is widely adopted
in prior works. We refer readers to [32] for more details.
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Fig. 4. Overview of conventional architecture (a) and ReRAM-based
processing-in-memory architecture (b).

B. Systematic Framework
ReRAM PIM offers an opportunity of reducing data transfer
from memory to processor. However, ReRAM PIM does not
support arbitrary computation. Then two question arises.
• given a similarity-based mining algorithm, could ReRAM
PIM be exploited to accelerate the computation?
• How to implement it efficiently without comprising the
accuracy of results?
We propose a framework to make a similarity-based mining
algorithm aware of characteristics of ReRAM PIM. Limited
functionality of PIM makes it infeasible to run the entire
algorithm. We use PIM for the similarity computation, and
host processor (e.g., CPU) to coordinate the remaining steps.
Given an algorithm, the first step is to conduct performance
profiling (Section IV), which helps to understand data transfer
pressure of the algorithm and identify the function causing
major bottleneck. If the function is a similarity or bound
function feasible to expose most computational task as dotproduct, we define it as PIM-aware function that can enjoy
offloading computation to PIM (Section V-A). We exploit PIM
to assist processing the functions, benefiting from significant
decrease of data transfer. We next present PIM-aware bound
function based on non-negative integers, which helps to prune
unpromising candidates and guarantee correct result (Section
V-B). PIM array typically have limited space, which might
be infeasible to accommodate the entire dataset. We then
compress the dataset based on given hardware configuration

to avoid re-programming the crossbars. (Section V-C). Further
optimization can be achieved by properly combining PIM and
original operations in the algorithm (Section V-D).
IV. A LGORITHM P ROFILING
In this section, we present performance profiling which
helps us identify the bottleneck of an algorithm, and estimate
the potential performance gain of using PIM. We present two
kinds of profiling: 1) Performance breakdown by hardware
components. 2) Performance breakdown by functions.
A. Performance Breakdown by Hardware Components
We first explain how to profile an algorithm in terms of
hardware components. The profiling results can be used to
justify whether it is promising to utilize PIM to accelerate the
algorithm. We then show profiling results for the kNN and
k-means algorithms. We conducted experiments on a machine
with Intel Xeon E5-2620 CPU, 16 GB DRAM, and Linux
4.15.0. The algorithms are implemented in C++, complied by
GNC C++ with -O3 option, and executed in a single thread.
According to Intel performance analysis guide [33], the
execution time of an algorithm on modern processors can be
characterized as: 1) The computation time (Tc ) is the actual
time spent by CPU on computation. 2) The memory stall
time (Tcache ) is caused by L1/L2/L3 and TLB cache misses,
which are triggered by data transfer from memory. 3) The
ALU execution stall time (TALU ) is caused by long latency
operations such as division. 4) The branch misprediction stall
time (TBr ) occurs because of branch misprediction in CPU.
5) The front-end stall time (TF e ) occurs during fetching and
decoding instructions. Total execution time (Ttotal ) is as:
Ttotal = Tc + Tcache + TALU + TBr + TF e

(1)

In modern processors, hardware counters are embedded to
monitor processing states and provide statistics on performance metrics. PAPI [34] is an operating system independent
API to access the counters, which has been widely used
for performance analysis. We used PAPI to measure time
components in Equation 1.
Table 6 in Section VI lists the real datasets for experiments.
We fix k as 10 for kNN. We show profiling results of stateof-art algorithms FNN [26], OST [24], and SM [25], which
employ the bounds on ED as discussed in Section II-C. We
omit the results on other distances (e.g., CS). For empirical
completeness, we also show standard linear scan method
(‘Standard’). For k-means, we conducted profiling on methods
discussed in Section II-C including standard Lloyd’s algorithm
(‘Standard’). The same initial 64 (k=64) centers are chosen.
Figure 5 depicts the proportion of each component on total
execution time. For kNN algorithms, we observe that Tcache
dominates the stall time, accounting for 65-83% of total time.
For k-means algorithms, the majority (62-75%) of execution
time is caused by Tcache . The profiling results imply that the
kNN and k-means algorithms suffer from the latency of data
transfer. It is thus promising to exploit PIM for optimization.
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B. Performance Breakdown by Functions
We then discuss the profiling of an algorithm by functions,
in order to identify the function causing performance bottleneck. The execution time of an algorithm can be decomposed
to components spent on each function and time Tother caused
by all other operations such as condition check. Assume the
algorithm contains t functions f1 , f2 , ..., ft , and the time spent
on each function is Tf1 , Tf2 , ..., Tft respectively.
Then total
Pt
execution time Ttotal of algorithm is Ttotal = i=1 Tfi +Tother .
To measure each Tfi , we can simply adopt time system calls
such as clock() and clock gettime() [35] that provide finegrain measurement at function-level.
Figures 6 depicts execution time breakdown of the kNN and
k-means algorithms. For kNN algorithms, calculation of ED
dominates the total execution time for Standard, and bound
functions such as LBFNN incur majority (72%-86%) of total
time for other algorithms. For k-means algorithms, calculation
of ED takes 52-96% of the execution time.
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Fig. 6. Execution time breakdown of representative kNN and k-means
algorithms.

C. Potential Performance Gain of using PIM
The profiling results in Section IV-B also help us estimate
the optimal performance gain of using PIM. Recall that the
execution time of an algorithm can be characterized using time
spent on each function. Let F be the subset of functions that
can be optimized with PIM (we shall discuss the functions
in set F in Section V). Ideally, if the computation time of
functions in F can be reduced to 0, we have the theoretical
optimal running time TPIM −oracle as: X
TP IM −oracle = Ttotal −

Tfi

(2)

fi ∈F

Note that TP IM −oracle serves as a lower bound of any PIM
implementation of the given algorithm. If TP IM −oracle is high
and close to Ttotal , we might not consider exploiting PIM.
Figure 7(a) plots the execution time of No-PIM and PIMoracle for kNN and k-means, where No-PIM is the algorithm

without PIM, and PIM-oracle is based on the estimation of
Equation 2. PIM-oracle is much faster than No-PIM for the
kNN algorithms. For instance, PIM-oracle is 183.9x faster
than No-PIM for Standard. The high potential improvement is
because F includes ED and bound functions such as LBFNN ,
which accounts for the most overhead of the algorithms. This
implies that accelerating the kNN algorithms is promising with
PIM. Besides, the set F for k-means contains distance ED (in
assign step). For Standard, PIM-oracle is 51.4x faster than
No-PIM. However, PIM-oracle is 7.5x, 5.3x and 2.2x faster
than No-PIM respectively, for Drake, Yinyang and Elkan.
The lower potential improvement is because ED computation
triggers comparatively less overhead of the algorithms.
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V. ACCELERATING A LGORITHM WITH PIM
In this section. we present how to compute the similarity and
bound functions with PIM by addressing the limitations, and
an optimization to further reduce the data transfer of algorithm.
A. PIM-aware Function Decomposition
We identify a similarity or bound function as PIM-aware
function if it can be decomposed to expose most computation
as dot-product. Recall that ReRAM crossbars support specific
operations (e.g., dot-product) but not arbitrary operations.
Fortunately, it is possible to decompose a function into two
parts: (i) sub-operations that can be processed by PIM, and
(ii) sub-operations that can be pre-computed. PIM readily
processes on vector data at online stage, the results of which
are merged with pre-computed data in host processor for the
final result. In this way, we decompose similarity or bound
function F (p, q) into PIM-aware format as follows:
F (p, q) = G(Φ(p), Φ(q), p·q)

(3)

• Φ(p) takes a vector p from a dataset D as input and
returns a fixed-size output. This function can be computed at
offline stage. The same function Φ(q) can be applied on a
given vector q involving applications, such as query object in
kNN. It suffices to evaluate Φ(q) once. This can be computed
in the host processor at the online stage.
• The dot-product operation p · q can be computed on PIM.
This requires only constant data transfer cost, as we explain
in Section II-A.
• The function G is used to combine Φ(p), Φ(q) and p · q
into final result of F (p, q) at online stage. This function can
be calculated in host processor because of the constant time
complexity.

Table 4. PIM-aware decomposition of similarity function and bound function.
Offline
Online
Φ(p)
Φ(q)
p·q
Pd
P
P
d
d
2
2
p
q
pi qi
i=1
i=1
i=1
i
i
qP
qP
Pd
d
d
2
2
p
q
i=1 i
i=1 i
i=1 pi qi
q P
q P
Pd
P
d
d
d
2
2
Pd
Φa : d i=1 pi −( i=1 pi )2
Φa : d i=1 qi −( i=1 qi )2
P
P
i=1 pi qi
Φb : di=1 pi
Φb : di=1 qi
Pd
(
(
p·q : i=1 pi qi
0 if pi = 1
0 if qi = 1
P
p˜i =
q˜i =
p̃· q̃ : di=1 p˜i q˜i
1 if pi = 0
1 if qi = 0
Pd0
P 0
P 0
µ(p̂)·µ(q̂): i=1 µ(pˆi )µ(qˆi )
P 0
l · di=1 (µ(pˆi )2 + σ(pˆi )2 )
l · di=1 (µ(qˆi )2 + σ(qˆi )2 )
σ(p̂)·σ(q̂): di=1 σ(pˆi )σ(qˆi )

Function
ED
CS
P CC
HD
LBFNN

ED is a PIM-aware function as it can be rewritten as
follows:
ED(p, q) =
| {z }
G

d
X

p2i +

d
X

qi2 −2

d
X

i=1

i=1

i=1

| {z }

| {z }

|

Φ(p)

Φ(q)

pi · qi
{z

p·q

(4)

}

Indeed, similarity function CS, PCC and HD, and bound
functions in Table 3 are also PIM-aware functions. Table 4
depicts examples of corresponding function G; see [36] for
other missing functions.
PIM-aware function can enjoy offloading most computation
to PIM. The benefit is significant reduction of data transfer.
As depicted in Figure 8, computing ED(p, q) demands transferring d·b bits between memory and CPU on conventional
architectures, where b is bit size of each operand. In contrast,
computation on vector data in G is done by pre-processing
or PIM, which reduces the data transfer to 3·b bits. Exploiting
PIM requires the vector data from dataset are pre-programmed
on crossbars in PIM array. For example, vector p for computing ED costs the crossbar space of N · d · b bits. Indeed,
PIM array might have insufficient capacity to maintain them.
Section V-C discusses how to compress the dataset based on
given hardware capacity.
CPU

DRAM

ReRAM

1∙b
𝑝

𝐸𝐷(𝑝, 𝑞)

Φ(𝑝)

d∙b
(a) (b)

p∙q

1∙b

CPU

Φ(𝑞)
𝐺

1∙b

Fig. 8. Overview of data transfer cost of computing (a) ED(p, q) and (b) G
(unit: Bit).

B. PIM-aware Bound Computation
Some similarity functions such as HD typically operate on
integer vectors, so they can be computed exactly by using
PIM. The other similarity or bound functions such as ED
take floating-point vectors, so PIM cannot be used to directly
compute the exact value of the functions. The correct results
of algorithm cannot be guaranteed.
ReRAM PIM demands specific data type (i.e., non-negative
integer), it cannot readily support floating-point values. To
tackle this, we utilize PIM to compute lower/upper bounds
of distance functions, which still benefits from significant
reduction on data transfer. The lower/upper bounds are used

G
Φ(p) + Φ(q) − 2·p·q
p·q
Φ(p)Φ(q)
d·p·q−Φb (p)Φb (q)
Φa (p)Φa (q)

d − p·q − p̃· q̃
Φ(p)+Φ(q)−2l·µ(p̂)·µ(q̂)
−2l·σ(p̂)·σ(q̂)

to prune unpromising objects following filter-and-refinement
strategy, which still guarantees the correct results. For example, while the update step of k-means algorithms requires exact
computation of ED, PIM can accelerate the algorithms through
supplying lower bounds of exact ED in assign step. The
far-away centers are readily pruned by invoking comparison
between bounding values and the threshold (i.e., the distance
to currently assigned center).
Given dataset D, we initially normalize the floating-point
values to be range of [0, 1]. Form here, scalar pi is nonnegative value within [0, 1]. We then enlarge pi by multiplying
constant α as scaling factor, and truncate the integer part bp¯i c.
Then we have a vector bp̄c with only non-negative integers:
p¯i = pi · α

(5)

bp̄c = (bp¯1 c , bp¯2 c , ..., bp¯d c)

(6)

Similarly, we can have non-negative integer vector bq̄c.
We then propose PIM-aware bound function, which serves
as a bound of PIM-aware function. The involved dot-product
operation just deal with non-negative integer vectors. As
shown in Section V-A, ED, CS, PCC, and bound functions
in Table 3 are PIM-aware functions. For ED and its bounds
such as LBFNN , we are interested in their lower bounds. For
CS, PCC and the related bounds, we are interested in their
upper bounds.
We only present the PIM-aware bound functions for ED
and LBFNN - LBPIM−ED and LBPIM−FNN , for lack of space.
The omitted PIM-aware bounds for other similarity or bound
functions are described in detail in [36].
Theorem 1. Squared Euclidean distance of two d-dimensional
vectors p and q has a lower bound:
1
(Φ(p̄)+Φ(q̄)−2·bp̄c·bq̄c−2d) (7)
α2
Pd
Pd
where Φ(p̄) = i=1 p¯i 2 −2 i=1 bp¯i c(resp. Φ(q̄)), and bp̄c·bq̄c
Pd
= i=1 bp¯i cbq¯i c. Here, d is number of dimensions, and p¯i is
the non-negative floating-point value normalized from pi with
α, bp¯i c is integer part of p¯i .
LBPIM −ED (p, q) =

Proof. As bp¯i c (bq¯i c) is integer part of p¯i (q¯i ), we have:
bp¯i cbq¯i c 6 p¯i q¯i 6 (bp¯i c + 1)(bq¯i c + 1)
then we have lower bound:
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Pd0
Pd0
P0d0 0
where Φ(p̂) = i=1 µ(pˆi )2 + i=1 σ(pˆi )2 − 2 0i=1 bµ(pˆi )c
0
Pd0
Pd0
0 pi)cbµ(ˆ
−2 i=1 bσ(pˆi )c(resp.Φ(q̂)). bµ(p̂)c·bµ(q̂)c = i=1 bµ(ˆ
0 qi)c,
Pd0
0
and bσ(p̂)c·bσ(q̂)c = i=1 bσ(pˆi )cbσ(qˆi )c. Here, d-dimensional
1
0
p̄ is partitioned into d segments of same length. pˆi is i-th
segment. µ(pˆi ) and σ(pˆi ) are mean and standard deviation of
i-th segment, bµ(pˆi )c and bσ(pˆi )c are their integer parts.3 1 2 5
In above PIM-aware bound functions, Φ(p̄) and Φ(p̂) can be
pre-computed. The terms involving dot-product such asbp̄c·bq̄c
and bµ(p̂)c·bµ(q̂)c, are computed by PIM. This demands that the
data vector bp̄c or bµ(p̂)c, is pre-programmed on crossbars of
PIM array, which costs the space of N ·d·b or N ·d0 ·b bits,
where b denotes the bit size of each operand.
Figure 9 shows an example of computing LBPIM−ED (p, q).
At offline stage, the value of Φ(p̄) and vector bp̄c are precomputed, then stored on memory array and programmed on
PIM array, respectively. After receiving vector q at online
stage, we calculate Φ(q̄) and bq̄c once, and reuse them. After
PIM generates bp̄c·bq̄c, only the pre-computed value of Φ(p̄)
and value of bp̄c·bq̄c are transferred into CPU. Finally, the result
of LBPIM−ED (p, q) is cheaply obtained after simple adding
and subtracting operations.
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Fig. 9. Example of computing LBPIM−ED (p, q).

Indeed, α impacts the error between LBPIM−ED (p, q) and
Memory
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q), or LBPIM −FNN (p, q) and LBFNN (p, q). To deterArray
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mine proper α, we have:
Theorem 3. The error between LBPIM−ED (p, q) and
ED(p, q) has upper bound as:
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PIM-aware bound computation enjoys slight data transfer,
4 bµ(p̂)c
but demands to store integer vectors such as bp̄c and
on crossbars, occupying the space of N ·d·b and N ·d0 ·b bits
respectively. Whereas, the typical capacity of contemporary
PIM array is only 2GB [9], [17]. PIM array may not have sufficient capacity to accommodate the entire dataset. The simple
solution is to divide the dataset into multiple small parts, and
each time the crossbars are re-programmed with one part for
processing. However, due to the limited write endurance of
ReRAM, we should avoid re-programming crossbars. Hence,
we0 propose
to compress the dataset based on a given capacity.
2
1
Indeed, traditional architecture confronts with the same
and dimensionality reduction techniques employed
4 dilemma,
6 7 8
by the bound functions in Table 3 effectively reduce memory
usage. Apparently, the techniques can be adopted for PIM'
aware bound functions to decrease the dimensionality
from d
(d0 ) to s. Then space cost is adjustedcrossbar
to N ·s·b
bits,
where
s
a crossbar b
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Fig. 10. Example of reducing the dimension of vector from 8 to 4 (i.e., 2+2)
for computing PIM-aware bound.

Theorem 4 establishes the condition of the dimensionality
s so that the dataset can fit in PIM array and be processed in
the right manner. It suffices to find the maximum value of s
such that the approximation of PIM-aware bound obtains the
highest possible closeness to the exact value.
Theorem 4. Given hardware PIM array, and dataset having
N d-dimensional vectors, the dimensionality s of compressed
vectors is chosen as following conditions:
Maximize: s

subject to:
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(10)
ndata ≤ C
ndata + ngather ≤ C

s≤m
s>m

·b·s
where ndata = N
of √crossbars serving as
m2 ·h is the numberP
m s
N ·b
s
data crossbar, and ngather = m·h
i=2 mi is the number
of crossbars serving as gather crossbar. C is the number of
crossbars in PIM array. Each crossbar contains m×m cells
in h-bit precision, and b is the bit size of each operand.

Proof. For easy understanding, we first analyze the crossbar
cost for dot-product operation on one pair of vectors. Having
two s-dimensional vectors bp̂c and bq̂c, as discussed in Section

II-A, single crossbar can support processing bp̂c · bq̂c when
s
s ≤ m. The vector bp̂c occupies m
of one crossbar, and all
crossbars serve as data crossbars. Besides, if s>m, vector
bp̂c is programmed into multiple data crossbars. In addition
to data crossbars, gather crossbars are required to aggregate
intermediate results. Specifically, dot-product of bp̂c·bq̂c costs
s
s
m data crossbars in first cycle, and m2 gather crossbars at
second cycle to sum up results from first cycle, as depicted in
Figure 11.√
Hence, msi crossbars are required at i-th cycle, and
m
there are s depth of cycles in total (the result of division is
an integer, otherwise rounded up to integer). Then the number
of crossbars that bp̂c·bq̂c consumes
is as:

s
s≤m
(11)
crossbar(s, m) = P m√ms s
s>m
i=1 mi
data crossbar
pො

𝑠
𝑚

𝑠

𝑠
𝑚3

cycle
Fig. 11. Example of crossbar cost for dot-product operation on one pair of
vectors (e.g., s = 8, m = 2).

We next present the crossbar cost for the whole dataset of N
vectors. As Equation 11 implies, processing
one pair of vectors
P m√s
s
demands m
data crossbars and i=2 msi gather crossbars if
s
s>m. Moreover, m
data crossbars actually store vector bp̂c
m·h
for b objects, which are processed concurrently. Hence, total
number of data crossbars and gather crossbars are:
N ·b·s
m2 · h
√
m
s
N ·b X s
=
m · h i=2 mi

ndata =
ngather
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Fig. 12. Examples of execution plans for FNN algorithm [26]. (d/64·b)
denotes the data transfer of computing bound for one object is d/64·b bits.

gather crossbar
𝑠
𝑚2

s
choose s with the hardware budget and dataset. LBPIM−FNN
is
used to prune objects, and s is chosen as large as it could be,
s
even larger than d/64. Hence, LBPIM−FNN
might own better
pruning power when compared to other original bounds. For
s
example, if s>d/16, the objects survived from LBPIM−FNN
d/16
d/16
are hard to be filtered by LBFNN . Removing LBFNN helps
d/4
to reduce unnecessary computation. If s<d/4, LBFNN can
s
remain to filter the objects survived from LBPIM−FNN .

(12)

Given PIM hardware and a dataset, s, ndata and ngather
are confirmed using theorem 4. Then vector such as bp̂c,
and all-ones vector e are programmed to data crossbars and
gather crossbars respectively at offline stage. Besides, recall
that we offload the function causing bottleneck to PIM, thus
assume that the computation of one PIM-aware bound costs
all crossbars of PIM array. Note that it is flexible to separate
the crossbars into multiple groups according to practical
applications, for parallelly computing multiple functions.
D. Execution Plan Optimization
Previous subsections present how to process PIM-aware
bound function with PIM. Then, as to execute it in the given
algorithm, we can simply replace the original similarity or
bound function by its PIM-aware bound. Whereas, further
execution plan optimization can be achieved if rationally
combine PIM capability and features of the original algorithm.
To make it clear, we take kNN algorithm FNN [26] as
example. The algorithm applies three bounds based on LBFNN
with incremental tightness to progressively prune objects, as
d/64
shown in Figure 12(a). Here, LBFNN denotes the dimensionality of compressed vector for computing bound is d/64.
d/64
Assume LBFNN causes the major bottleneck, the computation
d/64
of which is offloaded to PIM. We thus replace LBFNN by its
s
PIM-aware bound LBPIM−FNN
. Theorem 4 discusses how to

The optimization can be achieved by removing some original bounds. Assume that the original bounds fB and PIMaware bound G compose a candidate bound set. There exists
a best algorithm that employs a sequence of bound functions
(e.g.,B1 , ...,Bi , ...,Bg ) from the candidate bound set, incurring
lowest data transfer cost. Suppose that the candidate bound set
has L bounds, then there are 2L possible algorithm execution
plans to enumerate. The dataset has the initial object set D0
(|D0 |=N ). Objects are gradually filtered by the bounds. After
applying bound Bi on Di−1 , we obtain a smaller object set Di .
Assume that Bi can prune
Q the objects at percentage of P r(Bi ),
we have |Di | = N · j=1,...,i (1 − P r(Bj )). To identify the
best algorithm, we develop a cost equation to estimate the data
transfer cost of an algorithm as:
T cost = N ·

X
i=1,...,g

T cost(Bi )

Y

(1−P r(Bj )),

j=1,...,i

(13)

Bi ∈ (fB ∩ G)

where T cost(Bi ) denotes the data transfer cost for computing
d/64
bound Bi . For example, the cost of LBFNN is d/64·b bits.
Least total cost T cost indicates the best execution plan. As to
estimate P r(Bj ), we propose to measure pruning ratio of the
bound, which has been used in the data search literature [37].
Though PIM-aware bound is indeed processed with PIM, it is
practical to conduct on traditional architectures at offline stage
for purpose of measuring the pruning ratio.
VI. E VALUATION
In this section, we present experimental analysis of PIMoptimized algorithms using ReRAM PIM, compared to original algorithms running on conventional architecture.
A. Experimental Setup
As commercial ReRAM PIM device is still not available,
like prior NVM [15], [38], [39] and PIM [40] for database
research, we resort to simulation. Specifically, similar to [41],
[42], we combine two simulators, a highly-flexible memory
simulator NVSim [43] and a system-level tool Quartz [44], for
accurately modeling PIM architecture. NVSim is a prevalent
circuit-level simulator based on CACTI [45], which provides
hardware platform to model NVM-based memory such as

STT-RAM, ReRAM. We use NVSim to model ReRAMbased memory that integrates storage and processing ability,
like prior work [15]–[17]. Quartz is a software-based NVM
performance emulator from Hewlett Packard and has been
widely adopted to emulate NVM integrated architectures [46],
[47]. It estimates application end-to-end latency by injecting
software delays into each epoch. We use Quartz to report
system-level performance when assuming main memory is
ReRAM.
Table 5. The configuration of hardware platform.
Broadwell 2.10 GHz Intel Xeon E5-2620;
Cache 1/2/3 : 32 KB/256KB/20MB;
DRAM
16GB DIMM DDR4
Memory Array
14GB ReRAM
Buffer Array
16MB eDRAM
ReRAM-based
PIM Array
2GB ReRAM
memory
Internal Bus
50GB/s
256×256 2-bit precision cells;
ReRAM crossbar
read/write latency: 29.31/50.88ns;

respective PIM-optimized algorithms as Standard-PIM, ElkanPIM, Drake-PIM, and Yinyang-PIM. For each algorithm, we
conduct profiling to identify the bottleneck function (i.e., ED)
and TP IM −oralce . Then PIM is used to reduce ED calculation
through providing bound LBPIM−ED .

kNN
classification

CPU

The configurations of ReRAM PIM and baseline architecture platforms are illustrated in Table 5. The only difference
between these two architectures is to use ReRAM-based memory or DRAM. The ReRAM-based memory has same total size
as DRAM in baseline platform, i.e., 16GB, in which 2GB is
used as PIM array by default. The ReRAM read/write latency
is 29.31/50.88ns, and the parameters are derived from [16],
[20]. We follow [9] and configure each crossbar to contain
256*256 cells with 2-bit precision. Then there are default
131072 crossbars in PIM array.
We measure the execution time of algorithms. The original algorithms are executed on real hardware platform. The
execution time of our proposed PIM-optimized algorithms is
measured by using NVSim and Quartz. Specifically, NVSim
estimates the time of PIM-involved processing executed on
ReRAM-based memory, which includes computing PIM-aware
bound on crossbars and buffering PIM results. Quartz is to
estimate the time of remaining non-PIM computation in CPU
that requires data transfer from memory (including vector data
of original dataset stored in memory array, or PIM results
in buffer array). Finally, the total execution time of a PIM
optimized algorithm is taken as the sum of execution time
reported by NVSim and Quartz.
B. Methodology
Regarding kNN classification, we call the original algorithms as Standard (i.e., linear scan), OST [24], SM [25], and
FNN [26]. We name the respective PIM-optimized algorithms
as Standard-PIM, OST-PIM, SM-PIM, and FNN-PIM. For
PIM-optimized algorithms, we conduct profiling to identify
the function causing bottleneck and the ideal performance gain
TP IM −oralce , as discussed in Section IV. Then we follow the
techniques in Section V to offload computation of the function
into PIM. Especially, for kNN on HD, we only Standard and
Standard-PIM algorithm.
For k-means, same initial centers are selected for each
experiment. We call the original algorithms as Standard [48],
Elkan [30], Drake [31], and Yinyang [29]. We name the

k-means
clustering

Table 6. Statistics of real datasets.
Dataset
N
d
ImageNet [49]
2340173
150
MSD [50]
992272
420
GIST [51]
1000000
960
Trevi [52]
100000
4096
Year [53]
515345
90
Notre [52]
332668
128
NUS-WIDE [54]
269648
500
Enron [55]
100000
1369

Size
3.5GB
2.9GB
6.6GB
3.0GB
388MB
118MB
280MB
268MB

Dataset: Table 6 lists the real datasets used in our experiments. We normalize the floating-point values into range of
[0, 1], and chose α as 106 to transform to be non-negative
integers as discussed in Section V-B. We maintain 32-bit
integers for dot-product on crossbars to keep consistent with
host processor, and employ least significant 64-bit of PIM
results to avoid overflow. Particularly, the dataset instead is
binary vector for kNN on HD. We follow [22] to learn 10
millions binary codes with length 128-1024 bits from the GIST
descriptors dataset [51]. We instead take the least significant
32-bit of PIM results.
C. kNN Classification
We first investigate the performance of baseline kNN and
PIM-optimized algorithms with varying datasets, k, and distance functions. For Figure 13, we set k=10, distance ED, and
MSD as default setting and dataset. Standard is default algorithm. The reduced dimensionality s is calculated according
to Section V-C when PIM array is insufficient to process the
dataset. For example, s is 50 for ImageNet and 105 for MSD.
Figure 13(a) shows the execution time respect to different datasets. Standard-PIM achieves up to 453x speedup
compared to Standard. The significant improvement is due
to the reduction of data transfer. Speedup becomes higher
as the increase of original dimensionality d. Trevi occurs
most significant speedup due to abundant reduction of data
transfer: from 4096·b to 3·b bits for each distance computation.
However, Standard-PIM shows slight optimization on GIST.
This is because LBPIM−FNN is based on LBFNN , and LBFNN
natively shows weak pruning efficiency on GIST. For example, using d0 =d/4 for LBFNN provides average only 71.3%
approximation of exact distance on GIST, yet 95.4% on MSD.
We proceed to compare OST, SM, and FNN, to their PIMoptimized algorithms respectively. Note that the algorithms
are without execution plan optimization in Section V-D. The
bottleneck function is replaced by its PIM-aware bound,
and other original bounds are still in the algorithms. Figure
13(b) shows that PIM contributes significant improvement
on all algorithms. On average, these state-of-art algorithms
are 3.9x faster than Standard, and optimizing them using
PIM further improves the speedup to 40.8x. Moreover, the
performance of PIM-optimized algorithms are close to PIM-
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Fig. 14. kNN classification execution Fig. 15. Pruning ratio and data
time on binary vector data.
transfer cost of computing bound for
dataset (α = 106 ).

oracle TPIM −oracle . Here, PIM-oracle accounts the time spent
on all other operations except ED and bound functions.
Figure 13(c) depicts the execution time respect to different k. Standard-PIM yields 71.5x, 57.1x and 29.2x speedup
compared to Standard respectively. The time ascends slightly
with increase of k due to more time spent on exact distance
calculation for refining objects. We then study the impact
of different distance functions. As Figure 13(d) shown, the
performance gap between Standard-PIM and Standard on three
distance measures are similar. Especially, we observe that
slighter speedup on PCC is because that LBPIM−FNN shows
weak pruning efficiency on PCC, as the computation of both
are based on same statistics - the mean and standard deviation.
Figure 14 presents the effect of data dimensionality on
PIM-optimized algorithms. The data is binary codes. We
set k=10, distance as HD. As shown in Figure 14, PIM
does not accelerate the algorithm much for 128-bit codes.
Computing HD(p, q) with PIM demands loading two dotproduct results into host processor, which essentially costs
data transfer of 64-bit. Hence, PIM is not a reasonable choice
for short binary code. The algorithm benefits from PIM when
the dimensionality is high, such as larger than 128-bit. The
speedup becomes evident with increase of dimensionality.
We next investigate the effect of execution plan optimization
discussed in Section V-D on PIM-optimized algorithms. For
Figure 15-16, we compare FNN and FNN-PIM by default.
FNN-PIM-optimize denotes the optimized execution. As Figure 12(a) depicts, FNN applies three bounds to progressively
prune objects. Profiling results show the bottleneck typically
is the first or second bound. Default execution plan is replacs
ing the bound by LBFNN−PIM
, and remaining other original
bounds. Figure 16 shows kNN time with the execution plan
7
optimization. Specifically, first bound (LBFNN
) causes the
s
7
bottleneck. LBPIM−FNN thus replaces LBFNN and works on
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processing for kNN classification.

filtering objects. Theorem 4 suggests s chosen as 105. At offline stage, we investigated the pruning ratio and data transfer
7
28
105
cost of original bounds (e.g., LBFNN
, LBFNN
, LBFNN
) and
105
PIM-aware bound (e.g., LBPIM−FNN ), as shown in Figure
7
105
is stronger than LBFNN
15. Pruning power of LBPIM−FNN
105
28
and LBFNN , and slightly weaker than LBFNN . Equation 13
suggests that removing all original bounds and only using
105
LBPIM−FNN
leads to least data transfer. Compare to FNNPIM, FNN-PIM-optimize is closer to FNN-PIM-oracle.
Pre-computation is essential procedure for both baselines
(except Standard) and PIM-optimized algorithms. The baseline
algorithms rely on pre-computation to conduct dimensionality
reduction on the data and store in DRAM for computing
bounds. PIM-optimized algorithms also pre-compute Φ(p̄) and
bp̄c of PIM-aware bound functions as discussed in Section
V-B, but instead store in ReRAM-based memory. Figure
17 compares the pre-processing time of FNN and FNNPIM-optimize. Pre-computation of FNN-PIM-optimize is 1.9x
slower than FNN in average. The time is impacted by the
access speed of memory device and also the data amount to
write. PIM suffers from longer write latency of ReRAM, but
the data amount might be smaller. For instance, FNN needs to
7
28
prepare three types of vectors for computing LBFNN
, LBFNN
,
105
LBFNN on MSD, FNN-PIM-optimize prepares only one type
105
for computing LBPIM−FNN
, achieving about 33.3% less write
access.
D. k-means Clustering
Table 7 depicts the performance of k-means algorithms and
PIM-optimized ones with varying datasets and the number
of centers. ED calculation in assign step is typically the
bottleneck. PIM is used to compute LBPIM−ED . The bound
contributes to filter far-away centers, and survived ones call
exact ED calculation. Table 7 shows that leveraging PIM
yields speedup on all algorithms. This is because expensive

Notre

NUSWIDE

Enron

Standard

4
64
256
1024
4
64
256
1024
4
64
256
1024
4
64
256
1024

127.6
478.8
2032.5
7121.3
67.9
549.8
2136.1
8000.2
153.6
1437.9
5636.9
22273.1
156.6
1259.6
4764.5
18984.5

ED calculation is reduced. The nearest center of each data
point is identified faster using PIM-aware bounds. Besides, as
the original bounds in all algorithms trigger less data transfer
cost when compared to LBPIM−ED , Equation 13 suggests
that the original bounds remain as first tool to filter far-away
centers. Hence, there is no further optimization as discussed
in Section V-D. Note that though the overall speedup for kmeans clustering is not significant as kNN classification, recall
that the goal of our work is to accelerate a given algorithm,
rather than a certain application. The experimental results
demonstrate the acceleration to each algorithm itself.
PIM gives consistent speedup for Standard. The speedup
is up to 33.4x. Standard severely suffers from heavy data
transfer. During assign step, finding the nearest cluster center
for data points results in the data transfer of N ·k·d·b bits. PIM
dramatically decreases it to N ·k·3·b bits. With the increase
of k or d, the improvement becomes more substantial. Let
Standard-PIM-oracle denote the theoretical optimal gain with
PIM, i.e., TPIM−oracle . TPIM−oracle accounts the execution
time except ED calculation in assign step. Figure 18(a)
presents the obvious gap between Standard and Standard-PIM,
and narrow gap between Standard-PIM and Standard-PIMoracle. Higher k makes Standard enjoy greater benefits from
PIM.
Elkan-PIM slightly outperforms Elkan. This is because ED
calculation is not always dominating task for Elkan. Updating
original bounds often occupies up to 45% of total time. Elkan
maintains k lower bounds for each data point. Though it
contributes to prune far-away centers effectively, updating k
bounds incurs obvious overhead, leading to high value of
TPIM−oracle . Elkan-PIM illustrates an example that PIM might
be not considered to be exploited.
Drake-PIM yields significant speedup when compared to
Drake. Not like Elkan, ED computation takes the majority of
execution time of Drake consistently. As Figure 18(b) shows,
the gap between Drake and Drake-PIM-oracle is obvious.
Drake-PIM achieves up to 8.5x speedup because it bridges
the gap effectively, being very close to Drake-PIM-oracle.
Yinyang also enjoys improvement caused by PIM. Espe-
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Table 7. Execution time on k-means clustering.
k-means execution time/iteration (ms)
StandardElkanElkan
Drake
Yinyang
PIM
PIM
46.6
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Fig. 18. Comparison between PIM-optimized and PIM-oracle for k-means
clustering algorithms.

cially, the significant speedup occurs on high-dimensional
datasets, up to 4.9x. To avoid unnecessary ED computation,
rather than using k lower bounds like Elkan, the global
and local filters in Yinyang keep less bounds and decrease
condition checks. This makes it efficient in clustering lowdimensional data points. However, when the dimensionality is high, the performance degrades fast due to dramatic
growth of inevitable ED calculation. Yinyang-PIM mitigates
the weakness and eliminates most ED calculation, resulting
in consistent performance on high-dimensional data.
VII. C ONCLUSION
PIM is an efficient approach to decrease the substantial
amount of data transfer for similarity computation. Previous
works have widely exploited dot-product operation of ReRAM
PIM for several applications but not similarity computation.
We present a novel framework to accelerate a given similaritybased mining algorithm on high-dimensional data by using
ReRAM PIM. We propose to identify PIM-aware function
in the algorithm, and then offload most computation of the
function into PIM, as so to optimize the algorithm.
We consider two future research directions. First, to deal
with a very large dataset or very large intermediate results,
data re-programming on crossbars is inevitable. A more spacefriendly PIM scheme is thus needed to minimize the impact on
latency and endurance. Second, we will examine how to extend
our techniques beyond similarity-based data mining tasks.
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